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Across
1. A father until proven otherwise
3. M.D. of mothers to be
5. Test that has created more litigation over paternity
6. Event ordinarily giving rise to parentage
8. Parent who provides temporary care and custody of a child, usually one who has been removed from the legal parent due to abuse or neglect
10. Document that allows unwed father's name to appear on birth certificate
11. Father to hop on
13. Thought to be a father
18. Common type of order determining paternity
19. After a divorce, parentage issues are ordinarily foreclosed by the doctrine of ___ judicata.
20. Once upon a time, a long time ___, there was no real question about maternity in the law
22. Born in wedlock
23. Judicial declaration
24. Father by choice
25. "___ Dad" Slang term for non custodial parent who overindulges children during visits
26. What surrogate mothers do with their wombs

Down
1. Fatherhood
2. Status most likely to create presumption of fatherhood
4. To father, to sire
5. Father who is not a legal parent but resided with and functioned as a parent to the child with the consent of the child's legal parent
7. natural or genetic
9. Parent's partner
12. What the P stands for in UPA
14. Negotiation tool that, used to excess, can become the crime of extortion
15. Creating maternity "in ___"
16. Action to have one declared your child
17. Doctrine used to prevent denial of paternity
21. Michael H's rival
23. Father